THIS IS A SAMPLE CONTRACT
ONLY
I customize behavior contracts based upon the needs of my students.

I, Anna Elaine, agree to abide by the following caveats. I understand that my failure to do so will
result in behavioral sanctions, and that my success will result in rewards.
1) I will report all my assignments truthfully, accurately, and in a timely manner to my tutor,
Alexandra Ranker, and to my parents, Melanie and Don.
2) I will turn in all my work in complete form and on time.
3) I will turn in late assignments in a complete, legible, and accurate form even though I
understand that NO CREDIT will be given for late work in the Humanities Program.
4) I will adhere to the time line for long term assignments created by my tutor. I understand
that an assignment given two, three, or six weeks before a given due date requires two,
three, or six weeks of diligent work. There is no way to do that much work in two, three,
or six nights. I will not put myself, my tutor, or my parents in the position of having to try
to help me earn a passing grade in an inadequate amount of time.
5) I will be responsible for ALL my assignments whether they are checked or unchecked;
whether the instructor announces the assignment in class or just writes it on the board or
in the syllabus; whether I am absent or not.
6) I will obtain phone numbers for at least one unpopular, responsible geek in each class so
I can obtain my assignments when I legitimately miss class.
7) I will not cut class.
8) I will not cut tutoring sessions.
9) I will be responsible for keeping my notebooks in order.
10) I will 3-hole-punch all my hand outs and date them and keep them in the appropriate
section of the appropriate subject binder until my tutor tells me I can burn them.
11) I will take copious notes in each and every one of my classes.
12) I will participate in classroom discussions in an appropriate and intelligent manner.
13) I will NOT socialize during class time as I understand that this may result in my missing
the announcement of an assignment or my missing vital class information.
14) I will log each and every one of my assignments on the big Giants calendar in that
assignments assigned category color.

15) I will log my tests and quizzes on the Giants calendar.
16) I will log my time line due dates for long term assignments on the big Giants calendar.
I, Anna Elaine, understand that an infraction of any of these provisions will result in the loss of my
cell phone privileges until the assignment in question is made up to my tutor’s satisfaction, and I
have apologized in writing to the teacher in question, my tutor, and to my parents.
I, Anna Elaine, understand that I am on academic probation at home and with my tutor until I
return a cumulative grade point average of 3.3 in all academic subjects ( P.E. does not count). If I
fail to do this at the quarter, I will not take Driver’s Training until I maintain a 3.3 cumulative GPA
for at least 2 consecutive quarters (1 semester). I will not be allowed to drive unless I maintain
this 3.3 cumulative GPA in my academic subjects.
I, Anna Elaine, understand that if a) I have no missing or late assignments at the quarter; b) I earn
a cumulative 3.3 GPA in all academic subjects (subjects excluding P>E.) at the quarter; c) I do
not lie or plagiarize in order to do the above, I may have a party on any Saturday night of my
choosing that is mutually convenient for my mother, Melanie Jackson, and my tutor, Alexandra
Ranker, as they will chaperone. I may have a party at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue from 7:00pm12:00am. I may invite 7 guests.
1) I agree to help my mother and my tutor clean the house before and after the party.
2) I agree that all party guests will be dropped off and picked up by an adult parent or stepparent.
3) I agree that if any of the following occur at the party, ALL the guests will be sent home
IMMEDIATELY, and parents will be called.
a) alcohol is found on or in the persons of any party guest.
b) any controlled substance is found on or in any of the party guests
c) any act of violence is committed by any party guest.
I, Anna Elaine, further understand that if I earn a 3.7 cumulative GPA in all ACADEMIC subjects
at the quarter, that I may invite 11 party guests, and have my curfew extended to 2:00am. I
understand that all the above caveats and restrictions, however, still apply.

Signed:

Student:__________________________________

Parent:______________________________________
Parent:________________________________________
Step-Parent:_______________________________________

Tutor:______________________________________________

